
How to Mix Paint to Match a Color
Match the VALUE 
1. Pick a color on the photo you want to match. 
2. From your tube colors, mix 2 closest to the color on the photo. 
🥺  Don’t worry if the color you mix does not match. 

3. Paint a dab of paint you mixed onto the photo next to the color you 
want to match. 

4. Compare the two values. Value is how light or dark a color is. 
Darken or lighten your mix until it matches the value on the photo. 
 
 
 

Match the COLOR 
5. Compare your mix to the color you want to match. 

Does the color you want to MATCH look more: 
Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple, Red, Orange, or Brown? 

6. Add that color to your mix. 
 
 
 

7. Repeat steps 5 & 6 until your colors match. 
▸ If your value changes as you add color lighten or darken the color 
explained in step 4 or your color will not match!

To make a color less intense: Add the color on the 
opposite side of the color wheel OR add gray.

To darken: Add blue, brown or both. 
To lighten: Add yellow, white or both.
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Oil Acrylic

Key Color Bias Color Temp Typical Color Name on Tube

REQUIRED
1 Yellow Green Cool Lemon Yellow Lemon Yellow

2 Blue Purple Warm Ultra Blue Ultramarine Blue

3 Red Purple Cool Alizarin Red Primary Red

4 Yellow Red Warm Burnt Umber Burnt Umber

5 White - - - Titanium White Titanium White

OPTIONAL
6 Yellow Orange Warm Cad. Yellow Medium Yellow Medium

7 Blue Green Cool Cerulean Blue Sky Blue

8 Red Orange Warm Napthol Red Vermillion

* Gray - - - Gray Gray

* Gray (acrylic & oil): Although gray can be mixed (Ultramarine Blue + Burnt Umber 
+ White), many prefer to purchase a tube of gray as it allows you to easily tone 
down a color without making the color look muddy.

White: Used to lighten your mix.

Black: Mix Ultramarine Blue + Burnt 
Umber or purchase Ivory Black. Black 
darkens your mix.

Gray: Mix Ultramarine Blue + Burnt Umber 
+ White or purchase a tube of gray. Gray 
makes your mix less intense.

Required Paint to Match Colors 
Frequently Asked Questions 

Which colors and brand should I purchase?  
Start with the 5 colors listed in the chart. It 
does not matter which brand you choose 
and you can mix brands. 

Does the name on the tube I purchase 
need to match the one on the chart? 
No, but the ‘Color Bias’ and ‘Color Temp’ 
must match the chart. 

Do you have a recommended list of colors 
and brands to purchase? 
Yes. Download the free ‘Colors to Purchase’ 
document in the ‘How to Paint’ section of my 
website at www.bendykowski.art. 

Is there a video demo on mixing? 
Yes. Go to the ‘How to Paint’ section of my 
website at www.bendykowski.art. 

Version 5-21-23 
Questions? steve.bendy@icloud.com. More FREE 
resources under ‘How to Paint’ at www.bendykowski.art.
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Dashed lines indicate optional colors

https://www.hobbylobby.com/Art-Supplies/Painting-Supplies/Oil-Painting/Ultra-Blue-Master's-Touch-Oil-Paint---1.7-Ounce/p/62299
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